In recent years various authors have studied C*-algebras generated by singular integral operators, Wiener-Hopf operators, Toeplitz operators, etc., and representations of these algebras. Analysis in these algebras is accomplished modulo a suitable ideal (usually the commutator and/or compact ideal). A similar procedure is used in the theory of pseudo-differential operators except that the emphasis is more on the asymptotic behavior of the operators (see [8] ). We would like to discuss an adaptation of this asymptotic analysis to some C*-algebras.
In what follows, H will be a Hubert space and £(H) its endomorphism algebra. Let X be a set of nets of automorphisms 2 a is a *-homomorphism and will be called the symbol of the algebra Six.
Consider the special case of a set X such as above and an C*-algebra S3 generated by two C*-algebras 3HX and © in 9Ix. Assume that for each x£X, (i) <y x -\A on 2fll, (ii)er,(@)CCI. Let (B(X) denote the algebra of bounded functions on X equipped with sup norm. We shall canonically identify 3TC® (B(X) with a C*-subalgebra of £(H) X . Under assumptions (i) and (ii), a maps 201 isomorphically onto 2flT®C and © into C®(B(X). PROOF. CJ(93) =2fïl®o-(©), a commutative C*-algebra. Since cr is an isomorphism on ©, © is commutative and cr induces a homeomorphism of the maximal ideal space of Ö"(93) with the product of those of 2HX and ©. But then every character on 93 is determined on Siïl and © by evaluating <r at a maximal ideal of o"(93), and the result follows.
EXAMPLES 
f-» 00
Clearly, a induces an isomorphism of © on C®C(S n~l ) and cr = id on £ 00 (J» n ). Therefore, cr is a *-homomorphism of 93 onto <£°°(i? w ) ® CiS»-1 ) whose kernel is the commutator ideal in 93. Restricting 9fl X to various subalgebras of «£°°(.R n ), one obtains an explicit method of computing the symbols defined by Gohberg [ó], Seeley [10 ] , Cordes [4] , Newberger [9] , Herman [7] , Cordes and Herman [5] . See also [3] . Unlike each of these cases where the compactly supported operators with symbol 0 are compact in <£(#), the algebra here does not have this property. Since local diffeomorphisms applied to operators in 93 with suitable support give an operator in 93 (this is true on <£°°(jR n ) and the usual singular integral operators), 93 can be used as a modelling algebra for what should be called singular integral operators on compact manifolds with bounded measurable coefficients. 4 Analysis is no longer performed modulo the algebra of compact operators, but modulo a larger subalgebra of £(H) whose structure is relatively unknown. For the moment let us simply note that it contains every compactly supported pseudo-differential operator of order less than 0 and every compact operator. . Consider the homotheties
Xi be the set of automorphism semigroups
and let X 2 be the set of automorphism semigroups t*-*e-t\Ae t \, X GS*-1 , which were considered in Example 1. As before, these are nets with R + directed toward <*>. We shall identify Xi with R n and X 2 with S n~1 . A straightforward computation gives for <p£31X and i/'GSD,
Thus cr is a *-homomorphism of S3 into [9fTC®©]0 [9TC® CCS*"" ] which have compatible behavior at <*>. Also, ker a is the commutator ideal, but this is obtained by modifying the idea in the proof of the Proposition. The essential point is that operators of the form <p^~}\f/^ where both <p and \f/ vanish at <*> are compact. Since the algebra is irreducible, the commutator ideal contains the compact operators. Also, every character on 33 must vanish either on the compactly supported elements of 9fl Z or on those in ©. It is then easy to see that characters on 33 are given by evaluation of cr. In the special case where 9TC is the continuous functions with limit at o°, S3 is one of the algebras considered by Cordes and Herman [5] . There ker a is the compact ideal but that is not the case here.
(5) Let M m denote the rnXrn complex matrices, and X some set of nets of automorphisms of £(H). The symbol on Six has a natural extension to $Lx®M m by replacing I by I®/. In fact 9ïx®z = §ïx ® M m . Thus, systems need not be introduced in an ad hoc fashion.
(6) This last example differs from the main theme in that the symbol is defined by considering a finite succession of limits of one parameter semigroups of automorphisms. More precisely, for n^2, we shall inductively define the algebra i^ (5 w~1 ) to be the algebra of all bounded measurable functions \[/ on R n which are homogeneous of degree 0 and have the property that for each XG# n \{o}, there exists a \p\£:R (S n~2 In closing we would like to comment on the recent index theorem of Coburn, Douglas, Schaeffer, and Singer [2] . In defining the analytical index for their operator algebra they embedded their algebra in a type II*, factor and employed the dimension function to obtain the index. It is not too difficult to see that the symbol on their algebra can be computed in a manner similar to Example 2. Moreover, the automorphism semigroups used to compute the symbol also define a symbol on the representation space and the correspondence between symbols is a *-isomorphism. This gives a C*-algebra with symbol in a type 11^ factor. Their index theorem states in part that the topological and analytical indices agree on this algebra. Since this is shown to be independent of the representation, one can interpret this to be an index theorem for the isomorphism class of the C*-algebra together with its symbol.
